
Eliminate settlement hold times with 
eChecks and get paid the next day.

www.achq.com

Simple. 
Fast. 
Secure.
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eCheck Payment Processing 

eCheck is a broad term used to describe processing which clears transactions through
bank-to-bank file transfer rather than through the ACH network. Both Check 21 and ACH
are used for web and phone transactions as well as one-time and recurring debits from 
bank accounts. The user experience for Check 21 and ACH is the same.

Customers pay you with an eCheck by providing bank routing and account numbers 
rather than card information.

Transactions remain in an electronic file format.  ACHQ creates an electronic file of the 
check information and an image cash letter which is processed along with the file.

You control your settlements.  Funds are settled directly to your bank account the next day.

No hold times or reserves required.  

Benefits
Check 21 transactions are governed by check laws and the Uniform 
Commercial Code rather than ACH rules and regulations set by the ACH 
governing body, NACHA. If your business exceeds the ACH ratios for returns 
and revokes, Check 21 is a good option for you.

flexibility 
ACH rules require revoked transactions (chargebacks) to remain below 0.5% 
and returns under 15%. Check 21 does not have this limitation, giving you 
greater flexibility on both revokes and returns.

wiDeR CoVeRAge 
Both ACH & Check 21 transactions are accepted by large US banks. Check 21 
expands your coverage to include transactions from credit unions, savings & 
loans, small banks, brokerages, and checks drawn on credit card accounts.

enHAnCeD DeSCRiptoRS 
Check 21 allows more characters to be used on the descriptor than ACH 
transactions. Details of a Check 21 transaction appear on consumers’ bank 
statements in the same place as a paper-check transactions. This helps 
consumers to easily remember the transaction, decreasing risk of revokes.

 Bonus Features

• Instant checking account verification

• Web-based user interface

• Error and fraud reduction systems

• Access to free 24/7 online reporting

• Export reports in multiple file formats

• User defined custom fields

• Supports multiple locations and users

• Multiple certified third party gateways

supported

• Free technical and customer support



ACHQ Verify+: Modern tools to help you beat fraud, fully integrated
with your payments

ACHQ Verify+ combines the historical power of 
ACHQ’s transactional database with multiple banking, 
retail, and billing sources to predict the current status 
of the bank account.

Use Verify+ to Know Your Customer (KYC) prior to 
enrollment or reduce costly returns for electronic 
check (e-check) or ACH transactions. With over 95% 
coverage, you are able to deliver a frictionless 
experience that requires no additional customer input. 
Verify+ can be accessed via API, batch processing or 
online interface.

Key Features of Verify+: 

•
Access to database of over 1,000,000,000 real-time 
consumer records - including unbanked (“thin file”) 
consumers not available with any other service.

• Matches consumer names and provides known 
cleared transactions and returned/unpaid debits.

•
Provides account history of prior transactions 
including both good and bad. Details age of the 
account and last date Verify+ has seen activity on the 
account.

• Identifies closed, pending-closed and frozen bank
accounts.

• Predicts administrative and unauthorized returns and
identifies them before they occur.

Why use Verify+? 
Prior to completing enrollment or accepting payment, 
verify—in real time—the customer’s ability to transact by 
verifying the status of their account and authenticating 
they are an authorized signer with Verify+. It is also 
critical to meeting the “know your customers” 
requirements mandated by banks in an ongoing 
processing relationship.

The ACHQ Verify+ database dynamically updates 
consumer accounts with multiple daily input files from 
the user base. Each record is automated and tracked for 
timeliness and accuracy.

Add an OFAC Check to Verify+ 

One transaction with two solutions In response to the 
Patriot Act, Financial Institutions, Third Party 
Payment Providers and Money Service Providers are 
often required to check the Treasury Department’s 
Office of Foreign Assets Control, or OFAC list when 
processing financial transactions. Adding OFAC to 
Verify+ is easy and requires no additional coding. Know Your Customer.

Prevent Fraud. 
Reduce Losses. 
Verify+ gives access to a database of over 
1,000,000,000 real-time consumer records 



In 2015, one of the country’s leading marketplace lenders used 
Verify+ to process more than 350,000 loan applications. Here’s 
how we helped them verify identity and reduce risk, in order to 
safely generate more revenue.

Payment Challenge:

Peer-to-peer lenders face the same high risks as conventional financial institutions. Our client 
wanted to increase revenue by improving the loan approval process. They needed real-time 
account and identity information to make fast loan decisions, while still meeting stringent Know 
Your Customer requirements.

Verify+ Solution:

ACHQ provided accurate customer information in real time—we also identified data discrepancies 

for correction at the point of enrollment, allowing our client to accept more qualified applicants.

How Verify+ Helps a Lender to Review and 
Approve Loan Applications to Increase Revenue

Learn more at:

www.achq.com

Smart, Simple, Payments

Case Study



By the Numbers:

89% of applications passed immediately.

7% of enrollment applications were flagged as having data discrepancies such as 
misspellings, nicknames, or improperly entered data. With real-time customer intelligence, 
ACHQ was able to verify the information and eliminate false positives so there were no delays 
in application processing. For applications that required further validation, our client was able 
to request the information during the initial enrollment process to increase the approval rate 
and improve the customer experience.

4% of applications were flagged as high-risk based on the lender’s thresholds, enabling 

them to mitigate risk, control fraud, and optimize portfolio performance in real time. 

Results:

• Improved loan approval process
• Mitigated losses
• Increased revenue
• Enhanced competitive position

ACHQ is committed to helping the inancial service industry increase revenue and 
reduce risk. Let us develop a custom solution for your company.

Mitigated $180 Million 
in potenial loan losses by 
flagging high-risk applicants

Smart, Simple, Payments

Whether you’re enrolling customers for services, credit and debit cards; responding to loan 
requests; or signing up new insurance policy holders, it’s important to know your customers are 
who they say they are, from their identity to their payment account. ACHQ can help. Our OFAC-
compliant ID verification, account verification, and account ownership solutions deliver the 
information you need to make fast, fully informed, fact-based decisions.
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